Feature Extraction from Body Postures: Towards an Emotion Recognition System Based on Digital Imaging
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Abstract — Recent advances in the study of emotions show that body expressions or body postures are also a relevant non-verbal cue for communicating emotions, with recognition rates similar to those transmitted by facial expressions. Despite the tremendous technological advances in the last decades, there are still room for improvement in the definition of how posture features can be related to different emotions, using technological solutions. This is a complex task due to the fact that it is difficult to associate an emotion with a certain posture and there are a large variety of emotions, such as, sadness, joy, anger, fear, surprise, disgust, among others. In this paper we present a computer vision system that is able to extract characteristics regarding the human body and generate data that allow the evaluation of a given posture. We propose the use of a recently developed algorithm to extract the body posture based on digital color images, which has presented optimal results in several domains, for the recognition of emotions from human body postures. Based on this algorithm, a system was developed that allows, in a non-invasive way, to extract characteristics of the human posture in order to perceive the emotions associated with each posture. We present experimental results in a real scenario, showing promising results regarding the extraction of characteristics obtained from the human body (displacements, areas and overlaps), confirming the effectiveness of the developed system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article is an extended version of the original paper presented at the Third International Conference on Advances in Signal, Image and Video Processing, SIGNAL 2018 [1]. This version extends the conference paper by presenting a system developed for the extraction of characteristics of the human posture and provides experimental results on a real scenario, confirming the effectiveness of the developed system.

Emotions conveyed by facial expressions are powerful non-verbal cues for functional socio-emotional interactions. The study of body postures as another important non-verbal means to communicate emotions and behavioral intentions has been exponential in the past decade [2], particularly in the fields of cognitive, affective and social neuroscience [3][4]. Although these studies have been showing that emotion recognition performance depicted from body postures do not seem to differ from those of facial expressions, research work exploring the effectiveness of computer vision systems able to automatically detect and classify emotional categories and dimensions from human postures are scant.

Herein, we present the state of the art regarding the development of computer vision systems for detection and classification of human body posture, including the type of existing sensors to obtain images that feed such systems and their operation, as well as human skeletal detection algorithms. We discuss the implications regarding the development of such systems for emotion detection from body posture in several contexts, in which emotions are relevant for socio-communicative purposes.

With the advancement in the study of emotions associated with body postures, it is necessary to investigate, technologically, how emotions can be extracted, non-invasively, from human postures. This is of high relevance to several areas of application, ranging from education, (e.g., posture of students in classrooms, denoting disinterest or excitement [5]), to teamwork [6] and mental health contexts (e.g., postures associated with psychopathology, such as unipolar depression [7]).

Our proposal is that, by using digital cameras and algorithms that allow to extract human body postures, postures associated with different emotional dimensions can be mapped. We present a system to extract the characteristics of the human posture that allows the detection and extraction of characteristics of these postures, in groups of individuals who are asked to freely interact in a dynamic way, thus allowing each posture to be classified according to the associated emotion. Hence, unlike the previous studies, participants will not be asked to perform specific postures that are expected to be associated with different socio-communicative patterns (e.g., expansive or constrictive) [8][9][10]. This raises the following questions: "How to use a PC and a camera to estimate the body posture of the human body?" and "How to classify each posture as being associated with certain emotional dimensions and or categories?".

This article is organized as follows: Section I gives a brief introduction and presentation of problem, in Section II the existing computer systems for the described problem are presented, Section III discusses the definition of digital image, presenting the various types of existing image sensors, in Section IV are addressed some of the existing posture detection algorithms. Section V presents the feature extraction system developed and Section VI shows the results obtained by this system. Finally, in Section VII, a conclusion is drawn based on the results and effectiveness of the system.
II. EXISTING COMPUTATIONAL SYSTEMS FOR THE PRESENTED CONTEXT

Some work has been carried out in the development of systems for the detection and evaluation of the human body. However, no system was yet developed to allow the detection and classification to map emotions from body postures. This lack of systems is due to the difficulty of classifying a posture. Moreover, in real life settings, the variations in postures are immense, making it difficult to infer emotions from dynamic interactions between individuals.

In [11], in a classroom context, the authors claim to provide important information to the teacher about their audience’s attention. This study focused mainly on the capture of data through a camera system to detect movements, as well as the head and its orientation, thus obtaining the most significant patterns of behavior to infer this cognitive dimension (i.e., attention). However, the results failed to show a direct relationship between the movements of the students and their attention.

In [12], a system for the recognition of human actions based on posture primitives is described. This system, like [13], only focuses on perceiving/classifying if a person runs, walks, dance, etc. and not their emotions. In a learning phase, the representative parameters of posture are estimated through videos. After that, already in a classification phase, the method is used for both videos and static images. In this system, 3 disjoint problems are identified in the recognition of human action: detection of a person in the image, recognition of the posture expressed, and attribution of a category of action to its posture, the focus being the last 2 points. The results of this system are promising, resulting in a highly accurate recognition of actions, allowing us to conclude that the posture of human beings contains enough information about their activity. It is also mentioned that, the addition of other information besides posture, allows for a greater precision in the recognition of the activities.

In short, we were able to verify the existence of some systems for the recognition of posture with specific applications. However, no system is yet available to recognize and classify postures according to the emotions they are communicating.

III. IMAGE SENSORS

Typically, a digital image is represented by a rectangular matrix of scalar vectors, composed by a finite number of elements in each position and with a certain value. These elements are called pixels [14].

A pixel is the smallest unit of an image and has an intensity value and a location associated with it. Through the joining of many pixels and due to the filtering effect of the human eye, it is possible to create illusions, like gradients and shading.

Figure 1 represents the gradient of a Red, Green and Blue (RGB) image by merging pixels.

The most common types of digital images are grayscale and RGB images. In grayscale images, the value associated with each pixel is black, white or a shade of gray, which can range, for 8 bits per pixel, from 0 to 255, where 0 is black and 255 is white. In color images, each pixel has associated with it a red, green and blue value, which combined in different amounts can generate any color. The values of red, green and blue also vary, for 8 bits per pixel, between 0 and 255, with 0 being the black color and 255 the maximum of the respective color. Figure 2 shows an intensity matrix of a grayscale image for a given area [16].

The resolution of a digital image depends on the size of its array, that is, with increasing number of pixels, the resolution increases. However, the processing of this matrix becomes computationally slower.

There are several types of sensors able to obtain digital images. In the next subsections, some of these types of sensors will be discussed and their operation will be explained.

A. Image Sensors in the Visible Spectrum

For capturing digital images in the visible spectrum, mainly two types of sensors are used - the Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) and the Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) sensor.

Each of these sensors is composed by millions of photosensitive transducers whose function is to convert light energy into electric charge. They also have a photosensitive surface, which receives a charge of light to capture the image, so the larger the photosensitive surface, the better the image quality [19].
However, these sensors can only measure the energy of the radiation. To obtain color images, it is necessary to apply a filter that allows to target specific colors to their respective pixels. The most common filter is the Bayer filter. Figure 3 shows the operation of this type of filter.

![Bayer filter diagram](image)

Figure 3. Application of a Bayer filter to obtain a color image [20].

The CCD sensor exists mainly in compact cameras, while the CMOS sensor is present from simple webcams and smartphone cameras to professional cameras.

Figure 4 shows an example of a CCD and CMOS sensor.

![CCD and CMOS sensor](image)

Figure 4. Example of CCD (left) and CMOS (right) sensor [21].

**B. Special Sensors**

In addition to the sensors mentioned earlier, there are also special sensors that allow to obtain other information besides the color image. These sensors are especially used for image processing in special cases, such as the measure of distances and temperatures.

In the next subsections, the modes of operation of these sensors will be explained.

1) **Thermal**

A thermal camera, unlike the cameras in the visible spectrum mentioned above, are composed of sensors capable of capturing radiation in the infrared spectrum, thus allowing the creation of an infrared image [22]. Normally, when displaying this type of images, a color table is applied so that it is possible to easily distinguish between hot and cold zones. Figure 5 shows a thermal image, obtained through a Flir [23] thermal camera, with the respective color table. Although this camera is commercial, it has a high cost due to its specific market and technology used in its manufacture.

![Thermal image](image)

Figure 5. Example of a thermal image, obtained through a Flir [23] thermal camera.

This type of sensor can be used even in low-light environments, as opposed to sensors, such as CCD and CMOS [22]. There are several areas where these apply. From security, where they can be used to detect intruders even in low light situations [24], to the industry, where they can be used to detect heating problems in machines, which are not detected by the human eye [22], passing through the detection of people through the temperature of the human body [25].

2) **Multi/Hyper Spectral**

The Multispectral and Hyperspectral sensors measure the energy in various bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The spectral resolution is the main distinguishing factor between the images produced by these two types of sensors.

The hyperspectral sensors contain a greater number of bands with narrow wavelengths, providing a continuous measurement in all the electromagnetic spectrum, whereas the multispectral sensors usually contain between 3 and 10 bands with wide wavelengths in each pixel of the image produced [26]. This way, the images captured by a hyperspectral sensor contain more data than the images captured by multispectral sensors. In a practical context, images produced by multispectral sensors can be used, for example, to map forest areas, while images produced by hyperspectral sensors can be used to map tree species within the same forest area [27].

Figure 6 shows the comparison between multispectral and hyperspectral images.
3) Distance

There are several types of distance image sensors. These types of sensors can obtain images where the closest and most distant objects are perceptible.

There are three major types of sensors, the sensors called Time Of Flight (TOF), Structured Light and Stereo. TOF sensors work on the principle of sending and receiving a signal by measuring the properties of the received signal. By determining the flight time and, consequently, through this time and the speed of the signal the distance to the object is obtained [29]. Structured Light sensors work by projecting a previously established pattern into scene, allowing the system, by capturing that same pattern, to calculate the depth of each pixel of the image received. This calculation is performed by deformation of each point of the pattern projected in combination with the original pattern [30]. Finally, the Stereo sensors allow to obtain distance image through two lenses, at a certain distance, so that the two captured images can be processed and compared, creating a 3D image [31].

IV. ALGORITHMS FOR POSTURE DETECTION

There are many human posture detection algorithms, but few do it dynamically and in poorly controlled environments.

The main existing algorithms focus on the area of vision. This area has been increasingly explored as it allows everything to be done in a non-invasive way for the human being. Thus, devices not directly in contact with it enable the ecological validity of the actions, hence increasing the accuracy and credibility of the algorithm. In this type of algorithm, the detection is done using external objects such as flags [10], or simply through the previous teaching of the system for the intended postures [9].

A posture emerges as well as the set of 2D or 3D locations of the joints, being possible, through these locations, to assess the position and displacement of all limbs. However, the problem that is common to these algorithms relates to critical body positions, such as lying, sitting, shrunked, sideways, etc. [9][32] and in situations that involve groups of people, where some parts of the body overlap [32]. In this type of positioning, the accuracy of these systems drops significantly.

All posture detection algorithms presented here are based on videos or a set of images collected from digital cameras. There are thus several types of cameras used with these algorithms. As described in the previous section, these cameras may differ in the type of image you can get. However, at present, the Kinect is the preferred device of most of these algorithms, since its own Software Development Kit (SDK) is one of the most used with respect to detection of the human skeleton. Kinect consists of an RGB camera, depth sensor, a three-axis accelerometer, a tilt motor and a microphone vector [33]. Thus, it is possible to obtain, with only one device, different types of images. Figure 7 shows the various components of a Kinect.

As mentioned previously, its software, Kinect Skeletal Tracking, is widely used in the detection of the human skeleton, which is carried out in three steps. In the first, an analysis, per pixel, is made to detect and classify body parts; in a second phase, a global centroid is found to define the joints of the body; finally, a mapping of the joints is done, so that they fit into a human skeleton, through data previously known about the human skeleton [34]. Figure 8 shows the steps explained above.
used CMU Panoptic dataset during the development of the algorithm, since it contains about 65 sequences of approximately 5 hours and 30 minutes and 1.5 million 3D skeletons available. This detection is done through the approach described in [32], where a neural network is used to simultaneously predict confidence maps for body part detection (Figure 9b) and affinity fields for association of parts of the body (see Figure 9c), this process being done in several steps, so that this detection is credible.

Next, a set of two-part combinations is performed to associate the body parts, where a score is used to define which person belongs to the respective part and to make a correct connection of the parts in each person in the image/frame (Figure 9d). Through this approach, it is possible to detect several people in the image and define their posture. Finally, with a greedy inference algorithm, all parts are connected and the 2D points are defined for each of the joints (Figure 9e).

In [37][38], there are presented approaches of detection multiple human skeletons in simple RGB images with efficient results, however they fall short of [32].

**V. SYSTEM FOR FEATURES EXTRACTION OF HUMAN POSTURE**

In this paper we propose a system to extract the characteristics of the human posture contributing to the presented technological gap for the presented context. The system was developed based on the use of the OpenPose algorithm and RGB images to detect the human body posture and extract characteristics necessary for its analysis so that the associated emotions are perceived. The features extracted by this system are occupied area, body displacement and overlap/interactions between people.

This system is divided into several parts. Initially, the points of interest are extracted from the body of each person present in the image under analysis. Then, using these same points of interest, the characteristics are extracted, starting with the occupied area by the body of the person in question, displacement of body parts over time and, finally, overlaps between the people present in the images over time.

**A. Points of Interest**

Points of interest reflect each joint of the human body being detected up to 18 joints by OpenPose library. In this way, the initial step of the developed system starts by processing the video files, frame by frame, through this library. As an output of the processing, results a set of JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) files relative to the points of interest detected in each frame, as well as a video where the detected postures are presented in each frame of the same. JSON files are structured through value lists with pairs (key/value), making it simple, fast and efficient to process the information contained in them.

Each file contains all points of interest relative to the persons found in the respective frame, in form of x, y, c, x, y, c, ..., where x and y represent the coordinates of each joint and c represents the percentage of confidence that the algorithm has on the previous coordinates, in the order defined in the library and which is shown in Figure 10.

An excerpt of one of the files generated by the library is shown in Figure 11, where the result can be verified for the first person detected in the respective frame this file.

**Figure 10. Image representative of the order of points of interest defined by the OpenPose library [39].**

**Figure 11. Excerpt from a JSON point of interest file generated by the OpenPose library.**

---
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B. Occupied Area

Using the JSON files obtained above, containing the values of the 2D positions of the main parts of the human body, we obtain the maximum and minimum x and y values of each person and, by using these values, it is possible to calculate the width, height and, consequently, the occupied area by the person. This procedure is done for all people in the frame under review. After obtaining these maximum and minimum values, bounding boxes around each person are drawn, so that it is possible to verify the results obtained by visual inspection.

Graphs are created to visually observe the evolution of occupied areas over time by each person. These graphs will be shown and explained in the Results section.

C. Displacements

The displacement values are calculated for each part of the body, individually. The body parts (vectors) are defined by a pair of points of interest representing two connected body joints, in a total of 13 vectors, as shown in Figure 12.

![Figure 12. Representation of the vectors associated with the 13 parts of the study body.](image)

The calculation is done frame by frame, analyzing the current and previous frame. In this way, it is possible, by calculating the Euclidean distance, to determine the displacement, relative to time, of each vector. However, there is the problem of failure to detect some points of interest in some of the frames. If this problem occurs, then the value of the last detection of the point of interest in question is saved and the calculation made once it is detected again. Thus, it is still possible to calculate the displacement velocity by dividing the distance by the value of the interval of frames in which the vector was not found.

The values relative to the distance are stored in files respecting the increasing order of the vector number, finally writing the frame number and the area occupied by the person. If it is not possible to calculate any of the vectors in the frame in question, then a ‘-’ is placed in its position. With these values graphs that allow to visually observe the evolution of the displacements over time are generated. These graphs will be shown and explained in Section VI.

D. Overlays

Once persons are identified, the overlaps between them are studied, in order to gauge a possible interaction between the elements of the group. Detection of overlaps involves the estimation of a depth value, since all values obtained are 2D. Thus, a cycle is made that allows to perform a check between all possible combinations of people, two by two. The estimate is based on the minimum and maximum values of x and y of the two persons to be compared, as well as the values of x and y of the upper limbs of each.

This estimation starts by checking for overlap between the two bounding boxes. If it does not exist then it is assumed, immediately, that there is no overlap. If it exists, a possible overlap is assumed. However, there are no guarantees yet, since a precise depth estimate has not yet been made. To increase the certainty in the estimation it is verified that the distance between the maximum values of y of the two bounding boxes is relatively small. If not, then it is assumed that the two persons are not in the same plane at z and, consequently, assume a non-overlap / interaction. If so, then the level of confidence in relation to the overlap increases, and there is already an estimate of depth. To further increase certainty in the detection the opening of the upper limbs of each person is verified and, if these openings are identical, it is verified if the area of the two bounding boxes is identical. If it is not, the estimate is ended with a possible low confidence interaction. If it is, the confidence increases, and it is checked again if the distance in y of the two bounding boxes is even closer, in order to increase even more the level of confidence.

In this way it is possible to make a relatively precise depth estimate so that possible overlaps/interactions are detected. Figure 13 graphically represents the detection of an overlap.

![Figure 13. Graphic representation of an overlay.](image)

With the overlaps found, heatmaps are created that allow to perceive visually the regions where there was a greater number of interactions / overlays. A heatmap is a graphical representation of data, where values are represented by a color scale.

The creation of the heatmap is done through a matrix that is zeroed and has the same size as the images under study. Whenever there is a possible overlap, all values relating to the overlapping region in the matrix are incremented. At the end all values are converted to a scale from 0 to 255 where a
colorMap is used to distinguish zones with more interactions (red) from zones with less interactions (blue). In the Results section, examples of heatmaps obtained will be presented.

VI. RESULTS

To test the developed system, videos obtained through a study at the Department of Education and Psychology of the University of Aveiro, entitled "Conflict, emotions and efficacy in work teams: an experimental study" were used. This study consists of several sessions, where each session involves 4 participants in interaction around a table.

The experimental phase of each session consists of two steps, which involve two construction tasks (with legos) that must be performed in a group. The first task focuses on the construction of a horse, taking the participants 15 minutes to be performed. The second task is to construct a spacecraft, and the participants should begin by presenting and discussing the individual ideas for the next plan together, in order to decide how to proceed, with 5 minutes to do so. After the 5 minutes of discussion, 20 minutes are given for the construction of the spacecraft.

The experiments carried out can be related to two types of conditions: the control condition, where no conflict is induced and the goal is to evaluate how the emergence of conflicts and the associated emotions influence the functioning of the work teams; the condition of task conflict, where for the second task are given dubious and complex instructions.

In the results presented below, for the characteristics: occupied area and displacements were generated graphs that are divided in two parts, where the first part refers to the first phase of the experiment and the second part referring to the second phase of the experiment. Figure 14 represents the division made. In this way it is possible to analyze the behavior change of each participant according to the condition tested.

A. Occupied Area

To observe the variation of occupied area by each participant, graphs were created with the data obtained through the processing of the videos obtained. Thus, it is possible to verify if participant changed their posture between the two phases of the experiment, occupying more or less space. Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 show the graphs relating to the area of the participants during an experiment in which it was not induced any conflict.

Figures 19, 20, 21 and 22 show the graphs relating to the area of the participants during an experiment in which the task conflict was induced. By observing these graphs, it is verified that the variation of the area between the two phases of the experiment is, on average, greater when there is an induction of conflict.

Figure 15. Graph relative to the occupied area by the person with id 1 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 16. Graph relative to the occupied area by the person with id 2 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 17. Graph relative to the occupied area by the person with id 3 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 14. Division of the graphs obtained by the two phases of the experiment.
B. Displacements

To verify the evolution of the displacements, we draw graphs that demonstrate the values of the displacements in each frame. These values can be related to each vector or the average of all vectors found.

Figures 23, 24, 25 and 26 show the graphs relating to the movement of participants in an experience where was not induced any conflict. Figures 27, 28, 29 and 30 show the graphs relating to the movement of the participants during an experiment in which the task conflict was induced. By observing these graphs, it is observed that, although small, there is a greater difference of movement between the two phases of the experience when there is induction of conflict.
Figure 23. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 1 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 24. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 2 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 25. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 3 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 26. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 4 in an experiment without inducing conflict (12/13/2017).

Figure 27. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 1 in an experiment with induction of task conflict (12/15/2017).

Figure 28. Graph on the average displacements of the person with id 2 in an experiment with induction of task conflict (12/15/2017).
C. Overlays

Finally, to be able to observe the level of interaction between participants, heatmaps were created in each experiment. Thus, it is possible to verify which participants have more interaction, i.e., it can be shown which were the ones that played a more important role during the same. By observing each heatmap, it is possible to quickly verify the areas with the highest interaction, although some minimal errors occur in the identification of people during the detection process.

For example, when looking at Figures 31, 32, and 33, it turns out that people 1 and 2 were the ones that most interacted. Already people 3 and 4 had a much lower number of interactions. Comparing Figures 31, 32, and 33, which relate to an experimental condition where no conflict was induced, with Figures 34, 35, and 36, which relate to a condition where task conflict was induced, it can be observed that the number of interactions/overlaps is higher when there is induction of task conflict.
However, there are many image sensor’s alternatives, allowing to guide the system to several types of solutions, from skeleton detection based on distance image to the detection based on RGB image.

The Human Posture Detection algorithms research work [32] presents the algorithm with better results at all levels, which is possibly what will be used in the development of a system to allow the recognition of emotions from human body postures. This solution is not only optimal for its simplicity in terms of image, but also for its good results in detecting postures in groups of people. However, for this algorithm to work properly, it is necessary to have specific and expensive hardware, due to the parallel computing used and the GPU calculation performed.

With the developed system it was possible to perceive that characteristics can be extracted allowing to assess the postures and associated emotions. As an example, looking at a graph relative to the area occupied by a person during an experiment can be concluded if the same assumed a more contracted or expansive posture, which is associated with negative and positive emotions, respectively. Looking further at a graph relating to movement of the joints of the body it is possible to deduce if the person is more or less confident. Importantly, thought, future studies should further develop emotion categorization via body postures regarding other emotional conditions (e.g., in fear contexts), using technological solutions. The use of such ubiquitous solutions for a variety of emotions may be of great value to determine the individual emotional experience more objectively and, ultimately, enable adaptations in the context (e.g., a classroom) to enhance well-being, particularly when these reflect a negative valence.

Finally, through the observation of the created heatmaps, the level of interactions between the participants could be directly related to the amount of movement and the posture assumed by each one, that is, if individual A moved very little, so it will have few interactions. On the other hand, if two individuals B and C, which are side by side, have moved a lot, then the interactions in that zone will be high.
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